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                   Brief about VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD Company 
 

VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD is the Indian & Overseas Marketing, Sales & Services of DGS brand for their entire range of UV Flatbed Printers, Digital Textile Printers with Seiko, Kyocera, Ricoh Gen5 & Konica 
1024i heads, Solvent Printer with Xaar, Konica Minolta & Spectra Polaries. Eco Solvent Printer with world best DX-7 heads machines as well as Laser Engraver, Lamination Machine & CNC Routers 

Vampm market-leading DGS superwide digital inkjet printers and inks mid-to-high-end specialty print shops including billboard, banner and graphic screen environments, large sign shops and commercial 
photo labs, UV Printers for all hard surface Printing. Textile printing for Professionally all types of Clothes for Meals, Process house & Mass Digital Printing on Clothes. The award-winning superwide printers 

have a reputation for speed, high productivity and exceptional color quality. Its extensive line of high-quality textile, solvent, eco solvent and UV-inks also are known for their purity, consistency and durability. 
  

We are one of India's leading supplier for textile/advertising/signage/engraving/Router services product engineering company, providing value-added, complete textile, advertising and signage solutions and 
services. 

VAMPM OVERSEAS is the world leader in digital imaging and print management solutions for the commercial printing and enterprise markets. vampm portfolio of integrated solutions span Production Printing, 
Graphic Arts Solutions, Web-to-Print, Print Management Information System (Print Management) and Corporate products. Our award-winning technologies increase productivity and profits by automating print 

and business processes, streamlining workflow, adding profitable value-added services, and producing rich, accurate digital output across the gamut of digital printing from office to high end production to 
superwide digital inkjet printing. By being involved in all aspects of Signage & 3-D Industry, we are certainly suited to adopt the quickly changing Technology & Business environment. As a cohesive enterprise 

of experienced, technology oriented, like-minded professional with years of IT finesse, we promise to give high quality solution & service. We pledge to continue our work, so that our customers, our partners 
step successfully into the competitive Business Environment. 

People say we are the backbone of the advertising/signage/photography/engraving/scanner and projector industry, we say we are a drop in the ocean, our vision is to be the most preferred and significant 
solution provider in signage industry. we are on the way to provide most advanced technology that delivers the highest quality and most cost-effective signage solutions for advertising world. 

At VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD , we've cut our teeth on technology and that's what we understand best. We don't stop asking ourselves some basic questions: Is there a better solution? A different approach? A 
new technology? A more viable process? A more cost-effective proposition? 

Our presence across 25 cities gives us national reach and a vast rollout support capability. Together with our formidable team of high-caliber professionals we have successfully positioned ourselves at the 
vanguard of the signage services revolution. 

We continue to reiterate our key imperatives of focusing on our technology competencies and keeping pace with continuous growth and learning. We believe that in technology there are no half-measures  
Our growth has been a result of our unique business model, clearly defined growth strategies and the inspiration from our valuable clients. 

History & Timeline VAMPM OVERSEAS I ltd. which founded in 1996, is one of the professional & leading Indian Advertising Equipment . The company research, develop and distributing the 
digital inkjet printer ,laser engraver, CNC Router, cutting plotter ,u v flat bed and textile printing machines more than ten years. Over 150 employees dedicate to use the innovative technology 

with the most reliable components to produce excellent products with wonderful performance. We are ISO-9001 and CE . 

industries. The company caters to the fields of Outdoor Advertising, Wide Format Inkjet Printing, Signage Industry, Printing Industry, Mould Making Industry, Wood Carving Industry, 
Construction Industry, textile industry and plans to diversify very soon into medical testing equipments too. 

Even with this diversity of equipments, the reason for DGS success has been our understanding of market. Every product that comes out of DGS house is specially made to suit the Indian & 
overseas Marketplace. Keeping in mind the high quality needs of modern India but within the economic constraints of the competitive market, DGS products give the entrepreneur a distinct 

advantage as they possess the magic combination for success Quality, Speed, Economy and Stability. 
To make our products and services more accessible across world we have placed ourselves in 25 locations across the country. We are never too far from those who need us. As equipment 

providers we understand how even a minute’s delay on our part can result into losses for our customers. The 150 strong VAMPM Family consists of qualified engineers and an excellent 
marketing team. Our team has the experience of decades with the spirit of youth. Every VAMPM Family member is highly motivated and eager to serve customers to the best of his ability. 

Special training programmes, comprehensive guidelines and regular interaction programmes ensure the highest level of knowledge, understanding and operatability amongst the Family 
members. In the industries that we serve we have raised the standards of service, reliability and quality the customer expects. 

Along with this, we have a maximum turnover in Signage Industry & because of our strong business ethics; we are one of the Market leaders of Sign Material in our country. We have a strong 
team of 150 persons out of which, we have divided them all over India from Kashmir to Kanyakumari in different territories. Each Territory is represented by one qualified Engineer and one 

Sales professional. 
The Solvent Based Printers have made an enormous representation all over the country. Nowadays, one can find a Solvent Printing Machine in almost all small cities. With all these 

representations, VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD have made itself pioneer in trying it’s best in covering up every small city. VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD has made an astonishing achievement of above 
3500 installations of our Brand of machines. With this DGS has achieved above 57% of the Signage, Solvent printer market of all over . We are the only player whose presence most of part  

The number of installations by VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD is increasing rapidly, but with the ever-increasing number of branches the growth rate for installations is also bound to increase. 

 

 

VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD is an premier organization, which under the direction of  our MD is constantly providing high end, advanced technology digital equipments to various



Fact Sheet 
Company Name: VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD 
Company Type:Domestic/International Machine suppler with  JAPAN BRAND 
Date of establishment: July 01, 1999 
Employee strength: 100+ 
Offices: 12 offices in all cities & overseas 
Business Continuity We constantly provide the Indian Signage Industry with new & innovative technologies, which helps the sign industry elevate to a new level of productiveness and accuracy. 
We add value to the sign industry, we provide equipment, medias, inks, consultation, & service to the sign Industry. Our equipments are most suited to the Indian economy, as we give customers solutions 
which are customized for Indian environment and backed by our strong After Sales Support. 
By being involved in all aspects of Signage & 3-D Industry, we are certainly suited to adopt the quickly changing Technology & Business environment. As a cohesive enterprise of experienced, technology 
oriented, like-minded professional with years of IT finesse, we promise to give high quality solution & service. We pledge to continue our work, so that our customers, our partners step successfully into 
the competitive Business Environment. 
Manpower Strength With manpower strength of more than 150 and with Dealer & Reseller network, VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD has a major advantage over others. This can be a critical factor tilting the 
balance in our favour vis-a-vis competing companies, while marketing our products. It also facilitates the faster acceptance of newer technologies especially in relation to products introduced by 
International companies, which do not have a presence in India. 
Customer Concern We understand the impact of our operational disruption on the customers' business. As consultants & service provider operating at the high end of the value chain, the components of 
our service delivery, which constitute customer's critical processes, are known to us. This knowledge is the main driver of our Business Continuity strategies, which are clearly articulated in the support 
page.. 
After Sales Support In today's competitive times having just a high cost quality equipment for business might actually prove to be a Disaster. The modern day business environment, especially the 
advertising, signage and photographic industry is all about meeting deadlines, delivering on time, giving consistent quality and finishing a project without overspending. 
For all this you need to be able to depend on the costly equipments you purchase. You need to feel assured that my printer will get the job done, for moving strongly in the market, for taking bigger 
projects. It is this assurance that we can provide to you. Infect, just for ensuring that our customers can feel assured we have broadened our reach, reducing down time, and ensuring that we are with the 
customer when he requires us. 
You cannot feel our presence, but we are everywhere, ensuring the sign and advertising industry runs un-interrupted and effectively. 
Our qualified engineers are specially prepared through our Centralized Training Programs. Our single engineer carries with him experience of the 100 other engineers, as we regularly conduct interaction 
programs, where all engineers meet and discuss their daily experiences to share the knowledge gained. 
Thus, our engineers have a broader viewpoint instead of the spiralling thoughts of some trained individuals who claim to be masters. 
It is the strength of the ideologies of our organizations that constantly motivate our After Sales Engineers and the R&D team to come up with solutions. 
We provide 24X7 Support to our customers in the major cities, Contact us any time for any support you require at........ 

We shall reply you back within 1 hours 
Site Inspection Plan, for v- tech series of Printers for knowing the requirements of the site where the machine is to be installed 
Ink Support Our inks are specially formulated to suit the heads, and specially provided in each region of India taking care of the different climatic and geographic conditions. As inks are the basic 
constituents for taking out any good color, our R&D team has conducted extensive research to formulate inks that give colors which suit the general Indian viewpoints and choices. We recommend the 
customers to use only genuine DGS inks and for this purpose we provide the customers with many schemes and offers. Constantly we upgrade our Ink prices to suit the competitive market.More 
importantly what the customer needs to understand is, that ink has a particular shelf life, any ink which is utilized after the expiry of this shelf life causes a damage to the print heads. We are the machine 
providers so we cannot afford to provide customers with expired inks. We sell out our expired inks in cheap prices to the traders. 
The DGS inks for the DGS series printers has been formulated expressly for the new generation of all piezo print heads used on the machine. We guarantee that the ink will work without any problems and 
will bring you outstanding results! 
Advantages 

100% safe and trouble-free operation of your printer. 
Fantastic colors! Wider color gamut, more saturation in the reds, greens and blues, more contract backlits. 
Compatibility with widest range of media. 
1.5 years outdoor durability. 
12 months shelf life. 
Consistency in color and quality. 
1.5 years durability, extra-bright colors, and smooth operation of the print heads - these are just a few of the advantages of our DGS  inks for the DGS 

indiadgs@yahoo.com

mailto:support@vampm.com


 

 

 

AVAILABLE PRINT HEADS 

PRINTERS  

TOSHIBA HEADS 

RICOH GEN -5/GEN-6 

STARFIRE 1024 

KYOCERA 

KONICA 1024I 

KONICA512I 

SPECTRA Polaries  

Epson Dx-7  



UV FLATBED PRINTER 
DS –6090 

 DS -1016 

 DS -1313 

 DS -2513 

 DS -2030 

UV FLATBED PRINTER WITH ROLL TO ROLL 
 DS -2612 

 DS -3312 

HYBRID PRINTER 
DS- 1800 

DS- 3300 

TEXTILE PRINTER 
DS-1800 

DS-2500 

DS-3200 



SOLVENT PRINTER 
DS- 3208 

ECO SOLVENT PRINTER 
DS-1800 

DS-3200

3D – 5D WALL PRINTER  
DS- WP- MNE 

DS- WP - MNT 

FIBER STEEL CUTTER 0.5 KVA TO 6KVA WITH  TABLE 

CHANGER 
DS –3015 

 DS -4020 

CNC ROUTER 
 DS -1325 

 DS -2030 
 



 

 

 

                                  GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR  JAPAN BRAND     

  VAMPM OVERSEAS LTD. 
HEAD OFFICE  : 

 

1ST FLOOR MADHAV COMPLEX,OPP. 10 

ACRES MALL  ,RAIPUR ,AHMEDABAD-

380022 GUJARAT- INDIA 

MOBILE NO:  +919313804810, 

+919023728021 

      : +919023728021 

PH.NO:  +9140278899  

WEBSITE :www.vampm.com 

sales@vampm.com 

JAPAN : www.dgstechnology.jp 

SYDNEY BRANCH  :  

P.O.BOX NO.570,CHERRY BROOK,NSW -

2126 

MO:+61450020141 

AUSTRALIA  

MAIL:vampmltd@yahoo.com,
vampm@outlook.com,indiadgs@yahoo.com




